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KRŠKO

A stirred up and at the same time elongated area by the river Sava that on the one
hand looks at the Gorjanci and on the other at the ancient Norik in the north, hides in its
breast some invaluable treasures of past and present. Krško is today the central city of
Posavje and a municipal centre.
If you drive along the motorway Ljubljana-Zagreb, you turn at Drnovo to Krško. If you
come from Maribor-Celje direction along the Sava road, then you turn a short time before
Krško to Brestanica and to Senovo. The road, from there on, leads you to Kozjansko. Whoever
travels by train will have three stations: Brestanica, Krško and Libna. Trains from Ljubljana,
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Maribor and Zagreb arrive to these stations.
The Identity Card of the Municipality Krško
The municipality measures 345 km2 and has 28,000 inhabitants. Krško is one of bigger municipalities in Slovenia. It has 15 local communities. Nowadays it is known for the
biggest paper factory in the state and for the nuclear power station. The economic development of enterprise, trade, small trade, farming and tourism is in full swing.
The municipality Krško intimates with the German Obrigheim and with the Serbian
Bajna Bašta.

The Ancient Krško …

The Sava
The Sava. The longest river in Slovenia connects and at the same time disconnects. It has
had a fatal influence on the formation and the development of the settlement. One and a half kilometre long main road has developed between the river and the hill. In the 19 th century, when
the city lost its commercial and traffic significance, the pleasant sides of life and peace were preserved on this side of the Sava, meanwhile all the other things passed over to the other side of the
river, to Videm. The Krško side got houses, trade and small trade. Both sides of the river have later
become one. However, there are two bishop’s dioceses, the Celje and the Novo mesto, that came
into existence because of different circumstances that had influenced Krško during the time. It
has also two parson’s houses and two mausoleums, two firemen clubs and two hunting societies.
Shall we call it a double city? According to its beauties and picturesqueness, we may call it so.
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The Ancient Krško

The Ancient Krško,theBogenCounts,
the Celje Counts, the Hapsburgs The ancient Krško got its city
rights “not earlier than” in 1477 and so it became one of old Slovenian cities. However, the name itself appeared
in a written form for the first time
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in 895 in a document, in which the German king Arnulf gave several
estates as a present to his feudal lord Valtun (et aliud predium ultra fluvium Sowam Gurcheuelt nuncupato).1

The ancient Krško …
The name of the town appeared again in the document from 1154. All observations referred to the property and the castle which were at first in hands of the family of Hema Krška
from Carinthia. Therefore, it is all right if we start our vagabondage around Krško at the ruins of
that castle, which later passed over to the Bogen masters, who had here their ministerialis and
were named after the town Krško. In 1189 the castle passed over to the Salzburg archdiocese;
from 1351 to 1456 it was ruled by the mighty Celje counts and princes. The castle was later bought from the Sviben family by Friderik II., who lived with his wife Elizabeta Frankopanska in the castle for some time. For this reason the square under the castle began to grow
as well.2 Friderik II gave the town many privileges – the town is first mentioned as a square - and
he supported the growth of small trade. Landlords, butchers, leather dressers and tailors were
among first. The latter had their own fraternity order and two altars. From 1391 there were a curacy and a chapel of Saint Nikolaj, which were built by the Celje counts in accordance with the parish priest Gregor.
~ An infectiousness sign from 17 th century
1 | Krško during the time from 1447 to1977, A Collection of Papers at city’s 500th anniversary, Krško in 1977: Jože Mlinarič: Krško And
Its Lords in the Middle Ages, page 28
2 | Krško during the time from 1447 to1977, A Collection of Papers at city’s 500th anniversary, Jože Mlinarič Krško And Its Lords in the
Middle Ages, page 28
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Katarina was the widow of the last Celje count Ulrik II, who
died in 1456. She lived in the castle for some time after her husband’s
death. The castle was the only property that was left from the whole
Celje property and was given to her by the emperor Friderik III. In 1460
she gave the castle to her trustee and went to Dubravnik.3 Janez Ungnand, who was a defender of Protestantism, lived in the castle as well.
Later the count Jurij Thurn dwelled in it for some time and then his
successors sold the castle to Janez Valvasor, who demised it by will to
the baron Inocenc Moškon. After that the castle was let out on lease
by the Hapsburgs. It began to fall in ruins and already in 18th century it
was not inhabited any more.

~ The remains of the castle
3 | Right there, page 35
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~ The parson’s house

Šajspoh
Although the castle is in ruins, it is not forbidden to walk around it. We can start at Hočevar square and then enter into the street Pod Goro. There was a hospital for incurables at one end of
the street, but it doesn’t exist any more. There is also no old public school building any more. You can find there only the remains of stairs from the school garden which served for teaching gardening. There are some blocks of flats on the right side of that street where some gardens of wealthy people from the past used to be located. There is a small park with the oldest copper beech behind
the blocks.4
There is a well in front of the park. The parson’s house is a famous building from 17th century, which
got its extension in 18th century. There is the so called “gasa” next to the well, which leads to the Sava. The
name Šajspoh, which is a torrential rifle brook that flows from Ror, stands for the place that starts from
“gasa” and ends at the end of the street Pod Goro. The meaning of “rifle brook” in German is “Schützbach”,
which was later simplified by people into Šajspoh, “the filthy brook”.5 We are now at the foothills of the
old castle, that was in former times a mighty manor known among people as the place of love between
Veronika Deseniška and Friderik.
A crooked path leads us to the peak, from where you can enjoy a beautiful view on Krško and in nice
weather even on the Gorjanci. There are no other remains from the castle as some of the south wall, and
4 | The Path of Our Ancestors, The Path to the Castle of the Celje Counts, a booklet, published by The Municipality Krško, Krško without date
5 | Right there
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in the north a small leftover of the wall, and a part of the
northern tower. You can still find there some trenches from
the 2nd world war. The path continuous to the other side to
Gunte; the same path used to lead to the castle farm and stables. From here we can come to the Sava and to the road Brestanica-Cerkno. From here we can start our trip through Rore
to Gora and to Dunaj, where a Celtic cemetery was found. Following the path we come to the monument from 2nd world
war, which is dedicated to the first captured fighters of Krško.
They were the first armed group in Slovenia in the fight
against occupiers.
The Habsburg Friderik III. decided to change Krško
into a stronger defensive fortress owing to increasing Turkish invasions. He declared Krško as a city in 1477 and its inhabitants as citizens. He granted the city a seal and a coatof-arms. The city got a city council, a city judge and the rights
for two fairs.6

~ The copper beech, the largest in Slovenia

6 | Krško during the time from 1447 to1977, A Collection of Papers at city’s 500th anniversary, Krško in 1977: Krško And Its Lords in the Middle Ages, page 39
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For Your Soul andBody
The church of Saint John Evangelist was built in Krško before 1477. The city coat-of-arms, that
originates from that year, presents also John Evangelist. He is there because of vine and traffic position of
the city. The wine “Šentjanževec” is drunk on his name day on
27th December in order to farewell and to make good business. Krško was known for its fairs. In
Krško you could find a guardian of wine, travellers and taverns. The church got the today’s image after 1894 when it was raised to the parish church and when it was completely renewed in
a neo Romance style. The reconstruction was financially supported by Josipina Hočevar.
The inside of the nave is bath like arched and stylistic undefined; only the place under
the choir remained in the baroque style. Right here you can see a tombstone made of white
marble; it is dedicated to a councillor and a tradesman Andrej Kopriva, who died in 1648.
The second tombstone is made of black marble; it was set up by the parish priest Gašper
Thunkhelsteiner to his parents, brothers and sisters. Both tombstones are quality representatives of the early baroque.
~ Blessing of wine on 27 th December on John Evangelist’s name day. European knights of the wine
order cooperate, The Consulate for Slovenia
10 | Krško
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A baptism stone is interesting as well. It is connected with the parish priest Polydor Montagnane, who was
a provost from Novo mesto and earlier a parish priest and a famous opponent of Protestantism. There is a painting Announcement under the choir on the right side; it is a masterpiece from the late
16th or early 17th century. We should not forget to mention an oil painting
in the Mother Mary’s altar; it was painted in 1904 by Fran Klemenčič .
He was a respectable artist from the Slovenian period of impressionism, a perfect portraitist, a landscape painter and a master of flower
still lifes. He spent his childhood in Boštanj, later he lived
in Krško for two years.
Respectable works of art came to Krško
with plastic arts on the church frontage. The
plastic arts are made from Istrian stone by
- The frontage of the Saint John Evangelist church with plastic ar ts made by Ivan
Zajc. On the left a detail of the chalice
miracle
K r š k o | 11
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~ The interior of the church and the gallery

the sculptor Ivan Zajc, who later made also the Prešern statue in Ljubljana. The plastic arts in
Krško were finished in 1899.
There is a statue of The Immaculate in the gable, and there are two circle relief medallions above the portal; both tympanums are relief decorated as well. The relief of The Saint
7 | Krško during the time: Emilijan Cevc, Cultural Monuments in Krško And Its Surroundings, page 165-195

Trinity is made in classic composition; both medallions are very vivid. Particularly communicative is the image of Saint John’s miracle with a chalice.7 When talking about this church: there
is an infectiousness sign heading the Sava from 17th century next to the church; it was brought
here from somewhere else and it bears witness to
hardships from the past.
Let’s have a look at other sacral objects in
Krško. There is a church of Holly Spirit next to the
church of Saint John Evangelist on the Valvasor embankment; it got its final image in 1777, later it was
renewed in 1966; there is a gallery for art exhibitions
now. It represents one fine piece of art from the late
baroque period; it is probably a work of art of the famous Johann Fuchs. There is a coat-of-arms of the
counts Auersperg on its frontage.

~ The church of Holy Spirit
12 | K r š k o
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A Convent,ComeandProtect
We are still in the city. A Capuchin convent with a church is greeting us. The citizens of Krško sent in
1634 to the Capuchin management a request in which they asked for monks to be sent to their city. “They should help
the Krško parish priests who were often absent.”8 They should also take care for the Catholic religion after the withdrawal of Protestantism.
The foundation stone was put down in June
1640. After four years the building of the convent ~ Dvorišče s sončno uro
with the church was finished. The church was consecrated to Holy Mother in 1644.
The year 1718 bears witness about the baroque rebuilding that gave the church the present form. The nave is covered
with the bath like arch which is decorated with figural frescos painted by the Celje image maker Ivan Gosar from 1897. His
paintings are also in the lateral altars.9 The convent garden is not big, however nicely regulated with a sundial on the west wall.

~ The library and the convent with the church
K r š k o | 13

8 | Krško during the time: Metod Benedik: Krško And Its Surroundings
From the Church Administration Point of View, p. 161
9 | Right there
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Precious Printings
Let’s have a look into the Capuchin baroque library, that is placed on the upper floor
of the convent building, respectively above the present rich provided Valvasor Library
Krško. |http//sikrs.kk.sik.si|.
There are 1344 books in the convent library; since 1988 it has been managed by
the Valvasor Library. The convent library has been preserved for 300 years and was renewed in 1740. Most books are well preserved, all bound with a typical Franciscan binding. There is a signature of the owner in all books: LOCI CAPUCINORUM GURKFELDI. You
can still have a look at the book catalogue or the code from 1695; it belongs to the oldest
preserved in Slovenia. The most books are religious in Latin, German or Italian language.
Here you can find some of the rarest Slovenian books, for example all five sections of “Sacrum promptuarium” written by Janez Svetokriški, two sections of sermons from Father Rogerij, who was a manager of the convent from 1711 to 1713. The oldest preserved
book in the library is Celepin’s Latin dictionary from 1502, which has even nowadays its
historical and useful value. A very precious book is also a book written by a famous theologian, a historian and a rhetorician Janez Ludvik Schönleben CARNIOLA ANTIQUA
14 | K r š k o
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ET NOVA from 1681. Three old printings belong to the unique things; they were printed before
1510. There are also books printed in water print, the technique for protecting author rights,
used by old printers.10 Two original copies of The Dalmatin Bible were kept in this library; however, they were sold in 1945 owing to straitened circumstances. There is also a collection of religious oil motives from 17th century onwards. Most authors are not known; some better works are
attributed to Metzinger, Herrlein and Potočnik . The Capuchins have kept also a collection
of religious clothes.
Let’s set foot on the other side of the Sava, on Videm. The old Videm parish church of Saint
Rupert is waiting for us. Videm, Stara vas and some other smaller villages were linked together
with the right part of the Sava not earlier than in 1953. A new settlement VidemKrško and later Krško arose from that.

~ Pater Roman in the convent library

~ The original book Code from 1695
K r š k o | 15

10 | The Valvasor Library Krško (text Marjanca Vežnaver Kljun), Krško 2002
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The original church of Saint Rupert
belongs to 11th century; it was first mentioned
in 1155 as a seat of the parish. It was built in
Romanic style, but nothing was left from it. The
new one was set up in years 1893-1897 in a new
Romanic style. The new one was larger than the
old one; however, it has less artistic value. A
short documentary film was shot about it.
And now back to the right bank of the Sava.

~ The gallery of paintings above the library

~ The church of Saint Ruper t in Videm
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~ A coffered ceiling

Saint Rozalija,ChaseAwaythePlague
If we follow the path from the fire-station to the mountain Trška gora, we soon come to the church of Saint Rozalija. It originated in 1647; it was a mediatrix against the plague.
There is a precious coffered ceiling, made by Johan Sohar
from Videm in 1666. It was thoroughly renewed in 1840. The
ceiling is separated into 12 sets at length, and into 7 at width.
Approximately in the middle of the ceiling you can
see a group of nine coffers with the following holy women:
Saint Katarina, Saint Helena, Saint Lucija, Saint Apolonija,
Saint Rozalija, Saint Cecilija, Saint Uršula, Saint Margareta
and Saint Barbara. The church patroness is painted in a lying position in the rock cave, with the year 1666; all the other
holy women are painted in a standing position in front of the
~ The church of Saint Rozalija
K r š k o | 17

landscape and with their attributes.11 There is a memorial plaque dedicated to a benefactress Josepina
Hočevar, who renewed the church. It is on the right
next to the entrance in the south wall of the nave;
the inscription was written by a barrister and a writer Janez Menzinger.
If we continuo the path along the same road to
the mountain Trška gora, we will soon reach vineyards
and the church of Saint Joseph among them. From
there you can enjoy a beautiful view on the Krško vale.
The primary church was burnt down around
1683 according to Valvasor’s book “Slava vojvodine Kranjske” (The Glory of the Carniola Dukedom).
11 | Nataša Golob: Painted Wooden Ceilings in Slovenia to the Mid 18th century, Slovenian Literary Society, Ljubljana, 1988, p. 147

A Walk Around Krško
“Three altars, two church towers, one chalice and other dishes and decorations were burnt
down.”12
Soon after the fire a new one was started to be built and it was finished in1705. A chronogram on the main portal proves that. Its architecture is serious and powerful. Two chapels on the
right and on the left of the nave are deepened on both sides. The right one is older. A presbytery
is much narrower than the nave. The inner equipment was not realised to the end. The main al-

The First

tar of Saint Joseph dominates; it is sculptured from black marble and decorated with many coloured inserted stone pieces. It was probably made by the stonecutting master Luka Mislej
from Ljubljana around 1710.13 The altar of Saint Florjan from 1660 was brought to the church later. A rococo altar of Rosary Mary and paintings of Saint Katarina and Rosary Mary with Saint Dominik from the mid 18th century are ascribed to a painter Miroslav Tomc , a pupil of the famous
Janez Wolf.

Slovenian Bible

Adam Bohorič and Jurij Dalmatin are remembered in The Park of Worthy Citizens with two statues and there are also two streets that bear their names. They both mark
the time of Protestantism and the time of first Slovenian books in 16th century. Jurij Dalmatin gave us the first Slovenian translation of the Holy Bible.
Adam Bohorič , who was born somewhere near Brestanica around 1520, was the
first Slovenian teacher and the first Slovenian grammarian of our language. He was also
12 | Krško during the time: Emilijan Cevc, Cultural Monuments in Krško and Its
Surroundings, p. 189
13 | The same, p.182

musically highly educated.
From 1551 to 1563 he lived
in Krško and was there a
headmaster of his own
school, later a headmaster of a profession school

~ A sculptor and a medallist Vladka Štoviček during her
work on the statue of Jurij Dalmatin
18 | K r š k o

~ Dalmatin’s Bible

A Walk Around Krško
in Ljubljana. He wrote for the school the first written school order that represents
the first Slovenian pedagogical work written by a Slovenian author. His main work is
the first Slovenian grammar book Articae horulae (Winter hours).14
Jurij Dalmatin was born in Krško around 1547. His family probably
came from Dalmatia. He attended school led by Adam Bohorič in Krško to
his 18th birthday and later he became a protestant under his teacher’s influence. Dalmatin namely reports from Esslingen in Württenberg
on 10 th January 1672 to all Carniola country states that ”he had
studied with the help of God not only languages but Christian religion as well, much earlier than the gospel was preached in public.”15 Later he went to Württenburg University and to University in Tübingen, where he found a paternal tutor Primož Trubar. The whole Bible
was published in1584 in 1,500 issues. The Bible arrived to its fatherland
hidden in barrels; it represents the peak of the Protestant literature and a
unique piece of work of the cultural and historical evolutional path of the
Slovenian essence.16
~ A bust statue of Adam Bohorič on the Kresija wall in Ljubljana.
Photo: Matija Tuma
K r š k o | 19

Once there was a cemetery in the park.
The church of Holy Cross still stands there
although it doesn’t serve to its religious
purpose from the first years after 2nd
world war on. It was built in 1891 when
the old Church of Saint Florjan was pulled
down; both of them
were cemetery churches.
The today’s name of the
building is The Hall, situated in the park with cultural performances and
other events.
~ The former church of
Holy Cross, today
The Hall in the park
14 | The Encyclopedia of Slovenia 1, Ljubljana 1987, p. 303
15 | Krško during the time: Anton Slodnjak: Jurij Dalmatin (around 1546-1589), p. 71,72
16 | The Encyclopedia of Slovenia 2, Ljubljana 1988, p.170.171
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The Park of
The Hočevar mausoleum in a form of an octagonal new gothic chapel with a pyramidal roof
and made from white stone
~ The Hočevar mausoleum
is placed in that part of the
park that borders to The
Firemen Street and to Bohorič Street. This building belongs to the most mature gothic monuments in our country; it came into existence according to a plan of some architect from Graz, perhaps one from the Georg Hauberrisser club. A big Christ statue made from white stone dominates in the interior. The married couple Martin and Josepina Hočevar lived in Krško since 1842
and are in the history of Krško the biggest benefactors of the city. The Krško civil school and other important religious, cultural and administrative buildings, among them also a hospital, were

Worthy Men

built with the help of their money. The area of the park used to be a cemetery; therefore, we find in the today’s park besides a mausoleum also
a grave of a writer and a barrister Janez Mencinger, and a grave of a
man of worth, a writer of the first Krško history, a headmaster of the civil
school and a founder of the county loan society Ivan Lapajne.
He came to Krško in 1878 and died
here in 1931. He was a headmaster
of the civil school for 28 years. He
founded a professional newspaper Slovenian Teacher, he was an
editor of the magazine Teacher’s
Friend, and he was a good writer
~ The Mencinger tombstone

~ The tombstone of the Lapajne family
20 | Krško
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of numerous works from the field of methodology of all former subjects for primary and civil schools. He even wrote first rules for the
county loan society. He wrote also the first history of Krško with the title Krško And Its Citizens – Historical and Memorial Novelettes,
which was published in 1894 in Krško. We can find here some bust sculptures: a professor of psychology and a founder of the Ljubljana University doctor Mihael Rostohar, a professor Franc Vardjan, who was a famous agricultural specialist and a writer of professional literature, an academic sculptor and a medallist Vladimir Štoviček .
A fire station with its famous fire tower, that is unique in form in this part of Europe, is placed on the other side of the road
under the hill. Also the tower was built in 1898 with the financial help of Josepina Hočevar. The tower served for observation, drying of fire pipes and for firemen
practise.

~ The fire tower
K r š k o | 21
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The
Last
Home
of the Great
Carniolan and European
If we drive to Krško along the road from Sevnica on the right side of the river, then an ancient corner house greets us; there is a statue of
Janez Vajkard Valvasor in front of it. The ancestors of the famous historian, soldier and commander were from Bergam. He was sent to the
Jesuitical grammar school in Ljubljana; however, he got a lot of his experiences when travelling along Europe and in North Africa and when serving in a military service as a volunteer. After 14 years long travelling he dedicated his time to many researches of his homeland. He had a rich library, a graphic collection with around 8,000 leaves. He lived in the castle Bogenšperk, where a rich museum collection and a graphic workshop
came into existence; it can be said that it was the first graphic enterprise in Slovenia where many home and foreign masters worked. He systematically investigated the Cerkno Lake; he wanted to build a tunnel under Ljubelj. His creative peak is his masterpiece “Slava Vojvodine Kranjske”
written in German language and divided into 15 books and bound into 4 parts. It is such a great work that many countries of that time couldn’t
have it. He became a member of the Royal Society in London in 1687. Unfortunately, the costs of his collections and of his scientific and journalistic
works were too high and he bankrupted. He had to sell all his property and a part of his collection. He bought a house in Krško, where he came very
tired and weak. This typical city house bears a mark 4 Valvasor Embankment. He was supposed to die in it on 19 th September, 1693. He is probably
~ The statue of Valvasor, a work of the academic sculptor Vladimir Štoviček
22 | K r š k o
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~ The statue of Mar tin Hočevar

buried in the family tombstone in the castle chapel in Medija. A monument stands in front of
the house in Krško and it is a work of a sculptor and a medallist Vladimir Štoviček , who made
the image of this prominent personality of European principles and spirit and a great Carniolan;
he was one of the most important and honourable men who lived and worked in Slovenia.18
Let’s have a look at some other more important houses in Krško. From 1882 to 1912 a barrister and a Slovenian
writer Janez Menzinger
lived in the house in 2,
Krško Martyrs Street.
The building, that connects two houses, is an
example of a residential
baroque architecture.
There is a memorial

~ Valvasor’s house
K r š k o | 23

plaque on the frontage. Janez Menzinger was at first in Krško as a
barrister on probation (1862-1871), and for some time he was an independent barrister in Kranj, and since 1882 again in Krško, where he
died in 1912. As well as in Kranj as in Krško he was a municipal committeeman, and a mayor in Krško. He wrote his most important works here in Krško, a novel Abadon and an itinerary
My Walking to Triglav. His most beautiful literary monument was his work Friar’s Memories, unfortunately an uncompleted work.
There is a mighty building of a former folk and civil school on Hočevar square. It was built in 1877 by Martin and Josipina Hočevar and was up to 2nd world war the
second institution of that kind in Carniola. Citizens thanked Hočevar
in 1895 when they put up a bust sculpture, a work of a sculptor
17 | Janez Vajkard Valvasor to Slovenians And to Europe, A Catalogue of the
Exebition, The National Gallery in Ljubljana, 1989, Branko Reisp: Janez Vajkard
Valvasor – Life, Work and Meaning, p. 13-47
18 | Right there
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Jožef Müllner from Žužemberk, in front of the school. Today there is A Faculty for Logistics, a department of
The Maribor University.
We have already mentioned the church of Saint Rupert, which is placed on the left side of the Sava, in Videm.
When we cross The Sava from the right bank to the left and then turn right, we come to Matija Gubec Square,
where the hotel City stands and a large cultural institution, and a statue of Matija Gubec , which was created by
a sculptor Tone Kralj and was laid open in 1977 at 500 th anniversary of the city. The real name of Matija Gubec was
Ambrož and was a leader of the Croatian-Slovenian peasant rebellions in 1572-1573.
Owing to its strategic position was Krško quite a lot involved in events that
marked the life at that part of the Sava, especially the Croatian-Slovenian revolt in 1573.
There is a monument dedicated to first Krško fighters from 2nd world
war next to the primary school in Videm. The monument was made by the sculptor
Vladimir Štoviček and the architect France Filipčič , who is one of the most visible architects in the Posavje area. He projected the new primary school Jurij Dalmatin
in Krško and at the anniversary of the city The Cultural Institution.

~ The statue of Matija Gubec on Matija Gubec Square
~ A monument dedicated to first Krško fighters
24 | K r š k o
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The
Paper
Factory
And the Nuclear Power Station
Close by the Sava there is a view on the big factory of cellulose and paper, which was
started to be built in 1938 by the industrial manager Franc Bonač from Ljubljana, who
used it for his Paper factory in Količevo and for cardboard-box factory in Ljubljana.19 The Vipap Videm Krško d.d. has been in property of “Československa obchodna banka” from Prague
since 2000. Today they manufacture the largest amounts of paper in Slovenia and in Europe.
|www.vipap.si|20
The first nuclear power station is situated a little lower on the left bank of the Sava
under Libna. The foundation stone was laid by the president of the former state Yugoslavia
(Slovenia was a part of the federal republic Yugoslavia), by Josip Broz Tito. That was the largest investment of the former state in that time. It was built by Slovenia and Croatia by mutual

~ A view on Videm, in foreground the paper factory

agreement. The power station has been built according to planes and the equipment of the
American enterprise Westinghouse Electric Corporation with the energy of 632 MW. It started

19 | Drago Medved: Enterprise in Slovenia (1350 – 1945), handwriting of a book prepared for printing
20 | www.vipap.si/production
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~ The nuclear power station

to operate regularly in 1984. It
was renewed in 2000. According
to its safety, its stability of working and its business effectiveness it
is placed among the best working
nuclear power plants. Yearly it produces more than 5 milliard kilowatt
hours of electrical energy which represents 40% of energy in the state.
Foretold groups are welcome to visit it. |www.nek.si|21
Let’s go back on to the right ~ International speedway races in Krško
bank of the river. The Stadium Matija
Gubec is greeting us not far from the bridge. Here you can take a look at speedway races.
Before leaving the narrow part of Krško, the typical river city, let’s create a short image of
the city at the Sava, that doesn’t exist any more; but it is nevertheless a historical memory of the
21 | www.nek.si/nek/zgodovina/,vizija in poslanstvo/proizvodnja
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A Walk Around Krško
city. It shows us the river traffic along the Sava through Krško with its own navigation office. River navigation was
possible in the municipality Krško already in Roman times. The last ship sailed here in 1862.
Let’s go uphill to the mountain Gora, which is in the northwest neighbourhood of the city. The town community bears the same name as the mountain and was inhabited already in the bronze and in the old iron period; some things,
found in the settlement Dunaj, prove that theory.
More evidence was found from the Roman period.
Some energetic power points can be found
here. The church of Saint Lovrenc is a building
with some visual remains of the Romance forerunner. The main altar is from 17th century, there are
some remains of gothic paintings on the walls. A
Romanic inscription stone with some figural images is built into the nave’s corner. It was brought here
from Drnovo.
~ Krško has its own Dunaj (Vienna)

~ The church of Saint Lovrenc on Gora
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Leskovec

Leskovec
~ The main altar in the parish church of Sad Holy Mother

Almost a part of Krško, on the right bank of the Sava, there is an ancient town Leskovec, which is surrounded by
vineyards and orchards from the sunny clayey-marl Krške gorice. Here it was a former seat of a wealthy and important
parish and from time to time of the Dolenjska arch diaconate. Leskovec is mentioned for the first time as Haselpach in
1436. The history of the town is closely connected with Krško. The most important cultural and historical monument in
Leskovec is the parish church of The Sad Holy Mother, which is mentioned for the first time in 1274 as a church of
Mary At the Lake. Next to it there was the charnel house of Saint Mihael. “The parish church in Leskovec belongs to the
group of the most important churches from16th century in Slovenia and it is an indispensable part of all larger surveys of
architecture, where it is usually placed into the last period of gothic art in Slovenia.”22 The building, in which gothic elements are subordinated to north renaissance principles, was probably built in the 30’s of the 16th century or as it is written by Valvasor, that the church was built by Carniolian States in thanks to the victory against the Turks. A mighty altar,
one of the most beautiful in Slovenia, is completely baroque. It was made around 1670 in the workshop of the sculptor
A. Ferfilla from Ljubljana.

22 | Daša Pahor: The Parish Church of Holy Virgin Mary in Leskovec at Krško And Its Origin From the Time of Protestantism; Adam Bohorič, Jurij Dalatin And
Krško, Krško 2006, p.13
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~ A pulpit

Leskovec
The lateral alter of Saint Fabijan, which was made
around 1660, was later brought onto the mountain Trška
gora into the church of Saint Joseph. The present lateral
altars in the nave are from 1777; the paintings Mary’s
Crowning and Saint Boštjan And Fabian were made by
A. Herrlein; however, the last one was replaced with
the image of the Holy Family made by Slavko Pengov.
The painting Rosary Holy Mother in the baroque chapel is a work of V.J. Metzinger.23
A special attention is raised by a stone pulpit
with the Aichelburg coat-of-arms and with the German inscription; it belongs to the north renaissance
type. It has a form of an octagonal chalice and it has
pillar like legs decorated with palm trees. The first
side on the left has engraved letters that were published already by Valvasor. There is a coat-of-arms
~ Rosary Holy Mother
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above them, and letters L and D next
to it. The latest publications of Daša
Pahor show, that the letters stand for
the priest Martin Duelacher; the coatof-arms should be his as well.24 There
is a church of Saint Ana in Leskovec.
A simple but nicely renewed baroque
church from 17th century was rebuilt in
18th century. There is a painting of Saint
Ana’s Family in The Big Altar, which was
painted by Metzinger. The left lateral
altar with the painting of The Suffering
Jesus is in rococo style; there is a painting of Saint Rok in the right altar from 17th century.25 It is
impossible to overlook the castle “Štrajbarski turn” although it doesn’t wear its best clothes
nowadays. The original tower “Thurn am Hart” was captured and robbed by peasants in 1515. It
was probably remade into the castle and it was strengthened in 16th century. There is a typical
23 | The Encyclopedia of Slovenia 6, Ljubljana 1992, p.141
24 | Daša Pahor: The Parish Church… p. 30-33
25 | Krško during the time: Emilijan Cevc, Cultural Monuments In Krško And Surroundings, p. 190

Leskovec
~ Krško and its surroundings is an impor tant orchard area

arcade yard with crisscross arched corridors. Baroque time changed only the building’s frontage. The owners of
the house were: Janez Krstnik Valvasor, and from the mid 17th century the counts Auersperg with some intervals to 1903. A countess Marija Auerperg spent her summer months in this castle. She was born Attems (18161880), a wife of Anton Aleksander Auersperg- Anastasius Grün. She was a
hobby painter but very talented for
bidermayer flower still lifes. Some of
her paintings are kept in The National
Gallery in Ljubljana.26
There is a portal with their
coat-of-arms above the entrance. In
the former castle park you can see
many exotic trees and a memory token to Alfonz Pavlin (1853-1942), a famous Slovenian botanist and a son of
the castle trustee.27
~ A coat-of arms above the por tal

26 | Krško skozi čas: Emilijan Cevc, Kulturni spomeniki v Krškem in bližnji okolici, str. 194
27 | Turistični vodnik po krški občini, Krško 2003, str. 35
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Leskovec

A Gallery ofPalpableImages
A former diary farm is placed next to the castle and it is now a gallery of Vladimir Štoviček , an academic
sculptor and a medallist. A part of the rooms are used by his daughter Vladka Štoviček , an academic sculptor. Vladimir
Štoviček has given all his works as a
present to the municipality Krško. His
artistic opus is exceptional. He was born
in Boštanj in 1896. After he had finished the school for art craft in Ljubljana, he went to study at the art academy
in Prague, later he made himself better
in Paris. He lived in Leskovec as an independent artist. His most extensive part
is his medals and paintings in which
he united his sculptor knowledge, his
~ A par t of ex tensive Štoviček creations
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~ A motif from the gallery

Leskovec
~ The interior of the mausoleum – the count’s tombstone

painting sensibility and his drawing skill. He created some portraits in bronze
and in stone. He created also nude acts, figurative compositions and monuments. The best known Valvasor statue has been already mentioned. He died
in Brežice in 1989.28
Not far from the castle we can find the mausoleum of Anastasius GrünAnton Auersperg, a count and a poet, a member of a parliament in Vienna. The
plan for this building and for the cupola was made by the architect Konrad Lueff. It was made in the classical historical spirit.29 When Anton Auersperg lived
as a seventeen years old count in the institution Klinkowström in Vienna, France
Prešeren was as a student of the first grade of law and his tutor.30

~ The mausoleum of the Auersperg family

28 | The Encyclopedia of Slovenia 13, Ljubljana 1999, p. 147
29 | Krško during the time: Emilijan Cevc, Cultural Monuments In Krško And Its Surroundings, p. 191
30 | Drago Medved: Slovenian Vienna, Klagenfurt-Ljubljana-Vienna, 1995, p.77
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Leskovec
~ The castle Šrajbarjev Turn

~ The wine cellar KZ Krško. The wine “Modra Frankinja”ripens in barrels

There is a church of Saint Martin in the village Velika vas. It is an example of 19 th
century remade country branch church. There is a memorial plaque on the fire station with the
names of all killed fighters and victims of fascism in 2nd world war.
In Kobile, not far from Leskovec, we can visit the ethnological collection of the Šribar
family. The house number 3, Kobile is a former dwelling place of a wealthy farmer who built it in
1874 and renewed it in 1923. All announced groups are welcome. |Email: lsribar@siol.net|
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Drnovo – Neviodunum
It is a famous and a very interesting town in the Krško vale; however, not enough known
and valued. Nevertheless it is worth seeing, although there is not much to see in the town itself.
It is 6km far from Krško and close by the motorway.
Perhaps the relief A Genius will return you to olden times; it was found as an archaeological excavation of a
Roman settlement with
Celtic inhabitants from
50 BC. A part of excavations has remained where
it was found. The remains
are parts of the Sava
port, the store house,

the colonnade and some more things. The settlement began to decay in the last decade
of 4thcentury.
The Celtic period left its traces in one another town as well. It is called Dunaj (Vienna)
above Krško. The name arose from the word “dunum”, which means “fortress”. The Illyrian time is
saved in the name Sava - Savus and in the name Krka – Corcoras.31
The new period in the Posavje area began not earlier than
with the Roman arrival in 35 BC in the time of the Augustus conquering of Pannonia. The post Neviodunum was mentioned
for the first time. The Celtic name “nevio” means “new”, and
“dunum” represents “fortress or city”. The new settlement arose
with the Roman arrival. There are no aboriginal monuments in
the Krško vale, there are only those from the Roman period.32

31 | Cultural And Natural Monuments Of Slovenia – A Collection Of Guidebooks, Peter Petru: NeviodunumDrnovo Next to Krško, Ljubljana 1977, p. 4
32 | The same, p. 5, 6
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~ A relief of A Genius

~ The remains of the former settlement

The Krško Vale

The Krško Vale
Military administration existed first in the settlement, and later civil administration. The
emperor Vespazijan gave the settlement its city rights and named it as a municipality with its
full name Municipium Flavium Latobicorum Neviodunum. The city became in 310 an important
port and a crossroad. At the end of 4th century some battles between eastern and western armies
of the Roman empire were fought here. The city got waterworks already in 2nd century. Pottery
was strongly developed at that time.33
There is a small baroque church of Saint John the Baptist with an old ancestress in Drnovo.
The main altar, that was set up by the Krško judge Andrej Kovačič, bears the year 1665.
Let’s have a look around the Krško vale. There are some more villages around such as:
Brege, Mrtvice and Vihre. In the last one there is a church of Saint Urh with the main and a lateral altar from 17th century. The village Gorica has got its name after the only karst hill in this area.
A central building in this village is the church of Saint Pavle with some preserved Romanic elements; the main altar is from the mid 18th century. In the village Brege you can visit of the biggest
hippodromes in Slovenia with a gallop track.
Veliki Podlog is the centre of the local
community that has the same name. The names

~ The church of Saint Miklavž (Nicholas)

Veliki Podlog and Mali Podlog present a part of the Krakov grove. In this area you can find a lovely
church of Saint Miklavž (Nicholas) from 17th century that was set up with donations of villagers. It was set up in order to protect people from plaque.
The main altar is from 1846, a work of Anton Seitz . The church pavement is made from
stone slabs, one of them with the Roman inscription.

33 | The Encyclopedia of Slovenia 2, Ljubljana 1988, p. 334, 335
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The Krško Vale

The Riches of the Krakov Forest
The Krakov forest is an exceptional area that entrances everybody who comes under its wing. It offers interesting views on the development of the lowland flooded forest; with its 7,000 hectares it is the only one in Slovenia that
has remained; all former extensive oak forests along the Sotla, the Krka and the Sava were cut down for the needs of the
Trieste shipyard. The trees that grow in the forest are oaks
and white beeches. You can find here rare plants, such as dog
bulbs (Gagea spathacea), marsh plants (Fritilaria meleagris)
and dacica lungwort (Pulmonaria dacica). The two marshy areas Trstenik and Valenčevka are important living spaces of
amphibious animals, first of all of swamp frogs.

~ The picturesqueness of the Krakov forest
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The Krško Vale
There are a little less than 50 hectares of protected areas known as natural
reserves with saved virgin forest characteristics in the middle part of the Krakov
forest. We find here 300 years old trees that are up to 40 metres high. The protected part of the forest is also important for ornithology; we can meet here rare
and protected birds, such as black woodpecker and some typical swamp birds.34
Before we go back towards Krško, let’s have a look at some towns on the
right bank of the Sava.
Raka is a picturesque town where some archaeological excavations of
settlements from the younger Stone Age were found. The most findings belong
~ The frontage of the castle
to the Roman period. The name Raka appeared for the first time in 1161. The castle
is still preserved. The original castle belongs to the oldest in Slovenia; it was first
mentioned in 1248. Peasant rebellions robbed it and burnt down in 1515. It was renewed in 17th century by the Verneški masters. It is a
two-stored square building with yard arcades.
A beautiful and magnificent church of Saint Lovrenc is placed in the middle of the town. Already in 1363 there was a seat of the parish area.
The frontage is made in the late baroque tradition; there is a year 1795 written above the outer portal. The main altar is from 1857 and was made by
Matej Tomc. The church organ from Kostanjevica convent was brought to the church. It is a quality baroque work of art from 18th century.
~ The church of Saint Lovrenc in Raka
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34 | The Encyclopedia of Slovenia 5, Ljubljana 1991, p.370

The Krško Vale
The settlement Ravno was first mentioned very early (in 1214); the church Saint Lenart is situated on the hill south from the motorway. It is an important country monument. There
is a painting Way of the Cross from 1803 in the lateral altar. It was painted by Klemen Pinxt. The
main altar was made by Jakob Grom in 1888.The church of Saint Peter is situated outside the
settlement Koritnica. The main altar is from 1660, the frontage is in a baroque style. There is a
church Saint Neža outside the village Vrh next to Površje. This interesting older building has
two altars from 17th century; however, the main date is 1758 and the baroque roof carries the
date 1809. The church of Saint Marjeta is located outside the village Podulce; it is a typical
example of a simple Romanic country brunch church.
Some archaeological excavations were found also in Senuše; some burial places were
found in Brezje and in Straža; some remains of Roman graves and buildings were found in Drenovci. There is an important altar in the church of Saint Lucija from 1826.
The church of Saint Valentin from 17th century is situated south of Straža. The main altar was renewed in1887 by Janez Kušlan. You can see there interesting statues of Saint Valentin and two soldiers, and a built-in Roman stone in the outer wall of the church.
Archaeological findings from the neolitic period were found in Veliki Trn. They got
their school already in 1892. The parish church of Holy Spirit was built in 1885 and renewed
in 1985; there are even five altars, the main one, two offertory altars and two lateral altars.

~ The church of Holy Spirit in Veliki Trn

A valuable artistic painting The Arrival of Holy Spirit is painted in the main altar; it is a work of
Fran Klemenčič; he is the author of Stations Of the Cross from 1907 as well.
38 | K r š k o

The Krško Vale
There is the oldest church of Saint Andrej in Dalce. The old nave got later a Gothic
presbytery. The painted motives of the arrival of the Three Kings go into the beginning of 15th
century. There is a church of Saint Vid above the village Ravno. The older nave was widened
with the presbytery in 1778; the main rococo altar is from the same year. The church of Saint
Štefan is situated on the hill above the hill Nemška gora. The lateral altar goes into 17th century, the main one in the second half of 18th century. Horses are blessed here on Štefan’s Day

every year. The cave Ajdovska jama or Kartuševa jama is situated in the area of Veliki
trn. It is a karst cave with two entrances above 2 hectares large valley Podjama next to the village Nemška vas. The cave was begun to be researched in 1884 and later in 1967. The researches
proved that the area had been settled already in the younger Stone Period when the cave served
for burials and for a farewell place and a temple where life after death and gods were honoured.
The cave served later as a shelter. The easiest way to the cave is from the village Brezovska gora.
Some speleologists believe that the cave is only the smallest part of the huge underworld. The
Institution Vrbov Log is placed in the village Brezovska gora; it is a place where programmes
and workshops for natural and cultural protection are held. You can widen here your knowledge
from the field of nature and spirituality. |www.vrbov-log/|
Let’s set out on the south part of the motorway. The town Podbočje is greeting us; it lies
in the utmost south-east part of the Krško municipality. The well known areas of vine for the famous wine “cviček” are situated in Gadova peč and in Bočje. Some archaeological findings in the
caves Ajdovska jama and Levakova jama in Dol by Podbočje prove that there were some
settlements in the Younger Stone Age. A very important finding is the one in Stari grad above
the village Podbočje. The excavations proved some traces of Halštat buildings and burial places.
~ The entrance into the cave Ajdovska jama
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~ The copy of the lion in Podbočje

The Krško Vale
A marble statue of a lion is famous; it is a part of the Roman funeral architecture. Its copy was set into the middle of the
renewed square in front of the Holy Cross church in Podbočje in
1999. The original name of the town Podbočje was The Holy Cross
and was first mentioned in 1249. A medieval castle was situated in
Stari grad; in 13th century it was a mint for its own money.
The parish church of Holy Cross has been placed in the
middle of the square since 1907. Its forerunner was probably
a Romanic church first mentioned in 1249. The main altar was
brought to the church from the hospital chapel in Ljubljana. The
lateral altars and statues are from 1908. There are glassworks
made according to the plans of the academic painter Stane Kregar in the presbytery.
A triple stone bridge can be found in Podbočje; it is the
only preserved technical heritage in the whole area.
There is an object of Saint Miklavž in Gradec ; it has Romance details and a gothic portal from 14th century. There is a
building of Saint Katarina in Ferluga; it also has Romance ele-

~ The triple stone bridge in Podbočje
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The Krško Vale
~ The laundry in Zdole

ments and fragments of the baroque painting under the roughcast. A mighty linden tree stands
next to it.
The village Dolenja vas is situated in the very east part of the municipality Krško; it is
also a local community with places Stari grad, Libna, Spodnja Libna, Spodnji grad and
Pesje. The church Of Holy Mary is a baroque building
from 17th century; it was renewed in the last decade of
19 th century. A monument dedicated to refugees from
2nd world war is placed in the middle of the town. There
is also a village well and a chapel. There is a church of
Saint Miklavž from 1672 in Stari grad. A memorial
plaque to refugees is built in the wall of a former primary school.
From here let’s set out to Zdole with settlements: Pleterje, Anovec, Ravne and Kostanjek. Zdole was mentioned already in 13th century as a property of Salzburg bishops. The church
Of Saint Jurij in Zdole is in its base a baroque building from around 1700. A picturesque St
George’s Day is held here every year.
The today’s image of the church in neo Romance style is from 19 th century. There is a
monument dedicated to all death fighters and victims of fascism in the middle of
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Brestanica, Rajhenburg
the village. The church of Saint Vid is placed in Kostanjek; a medieval building is probably hidden in its
core. The main altar is from 1878.
When we want to return to Krško, we should not
forget Libna, from where we can enjoy a beautiful view
to the whole Krško vale. The church of Saint Marjeta
will greet us at the top. A pre historical settlement was
found here. The excavations from 1975 showed 6 layers
of a settlement with some defence constructions.
Libna was settled already in the old and
younger iron period, from 700 BC to 30 BC and later
in the antiquity around 265. It became archaeologically important already one hundred years ago when
some rich findings were excavated. In 60’s of 20th
century some more burial places with more than 70
graves were found.

~ Some preserved frescoes from around 1600

~ Rajhenburg – a par t of the castle atrium
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Brestanica
If we drive from Krško to Celje, we can see soon after Krško on the left bank of the Sava
above Brestanica the castle Rajhenburg. The same name was given also to the town under the
castle; it is one of the oldest towns in Slovenia that is situated at the confluence of the brook with
the same name and the Sava. Prehistory archaeological findings give witness to a very early set-

Rajhenburg
Let’s first go to the castle Rajhenburg, which is situated on the steep around 60metres
high stone prominence above Brestanica. It is the oldest known castle in Slovenia. The castle
was first mentioned in 838 when the count Solohon gave a shelter to a Slavic prince Pribin after
the end of the war with the Bulgarians.
35 | Brestanica, A Collection of Articles And Discussions, Brestanica 1982; Peter Petru: The Roman Road Neviodunum-Celeia And
the Role of Brestanica In Older Archaeological Periods, p. 12-15
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tlement. An important traffic knot was here in Roman times; there was a road from Neviodunum
to Celeia. Milestones that were found next to the Sava in front of the railway station and a pillar
wall prove that a bridge stood here; a Roman road led over the bridge in the years around 238 in
the time of the Emperor Maksim and around 268 in the time of the Emperor Mark Avrelij. 35

~ Der mächtige Herr über den Tal der Sava

Brestanica, Rajhenburg

Brestanica, Rajhenburg

~ A monument to exiles

The oldest part of Brestanica, Kantalon, is connected with old times; it is placed under the castle where the church of
Saint Peter stands. According to the historian Trstenjak the basement of some Slavic temple was placed here.
Rajhenburg is mentioned then in 895 when the east Franconian king Arnulf gave his feudal lord Valtun three king’s
farms next to the Sava near Rajhenburg (Richenburg). The word “burch” means “a stronghold”; so we can say that that was the
beginning of the castle Rajhenburg; it was later in property of the countess Hema and in 1043 in property of Salzburg archdiocese. It was destroyed in the time of Hungarian invasions; therefore, it was rebuilt by archbishop Konrad before 1147. From then
on it was in property of Salzburg archdiocese and administrated by the family Rajhenburg, which had from 1500 the right for
the privilege judicature, which means that that right was acquired with credits. The Salzburg masters had here their own mint
of money for a short period of time since 1222. The town is first mentioned as a square in 1432.
The Rajhenburg knights became extinct in 1570; from that time on the owners changed a lot: the Moškon family, the Attem family and from 1881 the monastic order of Trappists, when the castle was bought from Veit Gallenstein by Gabrijel
Giraud, who gave it to the Trappists which was a strong branch of Cistercian order. The Trappists were the owners to the last
world war. The monastery was called Mary the Saviour in Rajhenburg.36 The Germans re-established the collecting centre
for Slovenian refugees during the war. More than 45,000 went into exile from here. The castle got the image of the renaissance
residence around 1600 when its master was Gall Gallenstein. A part of frescoes has remained in the renaissance tract. The image
~ A traditional state competition of women accordian players
36 | The Trappists In Rajhenburg, a cataloque of a permanent exhibition, author Irena Fürst, The Castle Brestanica, 1993, p.1-5
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Brestanica, Rajhenburg
~ A monk’s cell

of the castle was strongly changed by the Trappists when they subordinated the castle to their needs. They produced cheese, named
after the order, and excellent chocolate and liqueur with the trade mark Imperial.
The castle is well-regulated nowadays; visitors can take a look at the permanent collection of life and work of the Trappists,
the museum of refugees, political prisoners and confines, and the local historian collection Brestanica During the Time. There is also
a Gallery Fabjančič , and a gallery of Posavje wines. Cultural performances take place in the picturesque atrium.
The town developed at the confluence of the Brestanica and the Sava and along traffic roads Drnovo-Krško-Brestanica-Sevnica or Podsreda known already from Roman times. A village settlement developed in the branch of the river Brestanica with the
church of Saint Peter and Paul and later Saint Peter only. A curacy was developed first and later parson’s church with a parson’s
house, outbuildings, a cemetery and a round chapel Saint Michael. Two paths stabilized here: the upper one from 1678 called
Šutna, and the lower one from 1676 named Kantalon.37
The today’s borough’s kernel came into existence on the small flat land in 14th century. The third part of the borough developed not earlier than in 18th century at the confluence of the brook Senovski potok and the river Brestanica between the branch
church Saint Sebastian and the manor house in Gorica. The settlement has developed along the embankment of the Sava that begins
at the former port and the today’s railway station and goes past the lower castle at the confluence of the Brestanica and the Sava
where in the past a ferry was at work, to Penk in Dolenji Leskovec.38

37 | Brestanica, A Collection of Articles And Discussions, Brestanica 1982; Jože Curk: Brestanica, Building And Historical Outline, p. 109
38 | Right there
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Brestanica, Rajhenburg

The Mighty Basilica

~ The mighty central nave

The church Mary from Lourdes – Slovenian Lourdes was built in a neo Romance style and according to planes of the architect Hans Pascher from Graz in 1908-1914. A mighty three nave church is one of the biggest and most beautiful churches in Slovenia. It was consecrated on 2nd
June 1914, and later it was
declared as a basilica in 1929.
In the same year it got a large
church organ. The equipment was imported from
Italy or France. The interior was painted by the Italian Oswaldo Bierti and the
Carinthian Peter Markovič.

~ The church of Mary from
Lourdes
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Brestanica, Rajhenburg
A special attention should be put to a gothic Pieta from the second half of 15th century.
The church Saint Peter has been already mentioned; it is placed next to the Brestanica cemetery. The gothic building with the
ribbed arched presbytery is one of the most important cultural and historical monuments of the town. It followed the Romance church;
however, there are no remains of it anymore. The primary church was from 11th or 12th century. The today’s church was begun to be built
in 13th century with its final image in 1896. To 1830 there was also an ossuary. We have to mention two renaissance relief tombstones: the
tombstone of Margareta Rajhenburg-Gradenek from 1502, and from 1563 the tombstone of the knight Franc Gradenek , which
is made in its natural height. Worth mentioning is also a big altar from black marble from the second half of 17th century. Four statues of
evangelists stand in the wooden pulpit; a baroque altar from 1740 and renewed in 2006 can be found in the chapel of Saint Ksaver.
A gothic branch church of Saint Sebastjan (Boštjan) is placed in the middle of the settlement. First it was thought that it was
built in 1532; however, in time of its renewal in 1996 some proofs were found that it was built around 1200. The architecture of the bell
tower is interestingly agitated. The statues of Saint Sebastjan, Saint Barbara, Saint Rok, Saint Leopold and Saint Florjan are worth seeing.
A medieval branch church Saint Mohor is situated in the view point above the old town kernel; it has many altars from 17th and
18th century. The basic gothic form from 1477 was later broadened with the chapel of Saint Notburge with some baroque painted motives from her life.39
~ The church of Saint Peter

39 | The Town Lexicon of Slovenia III, Ljubljana 1976, p.127
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Brestanica, Rajhenburg

Two Brothers And Turn

We can not miss the lower castle or the manor house Turn, when walking around Brestanica; it is situated next to the bridge respectively the railway station and it is today called also the Flis
castle. Historical sources about the castle are not well researched; the name Flis castle arises from the former owner. According to a fairy tale it should have come into being owing to two enemy brothers. They quarrelled so badly that one of them moved to a valley and built here a new castle building. The hostility between them wasn’t finished with that. In 1443 they should have shot each other
from their castles.40 The ending is in spite of the legend somehow impossible as people didn’t have such
precise weapons at that time. It is more likely that they killed each other in one of the fights that they had.
The owner of the manor house was undoubtedly the Salzburg archdiocese; however it was managed by the Rajhenburg masters. The today’s image is from 17th century.
In Brestanica it is well provided for the period of 2nd world; that time caused the Slovenians many
hardships. A monument under the castle is dedicated to all exiles; there is a memorial plaque on the
former castle outbuilding, there is another memorial plaque built into the stone under the castle and dedicated to exiles and Slovenian patriotic clergymen.

~ Turn
40 | Right there
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Brestanica, Rajhenburg

ElectricityAndPaper
A part of Brestanica area includes also a thermo power station Brestanica. Its beginnings go back to 1939 when large amounts of brown coal were found in the nearby Senovo.
The production of electricity began in 1943. It was renewed after the war and it is today one of
the most contemporary power stations that uses for its drive earth gas and light fuel oil or both.
It is a precious and a reliable reserve in crisis periods when there is a lack of electrical energy. It
produces steam and warm water as well.41
There is one more enterprise in the town that is bound to traditional production of paper
and paper products in the Posavje area. It is called Tespack with its beginnings in the 60’s of
20 th century. The today’s company was in that time a branch of the paper factory Videm Krško. It
started operating in this new location in 1980. Tespack is today a part of the group Duropack AG
with its seat in Vienna. They produce 60 million square meters of corrugated paper per year.42
There is a church of Holy Cross in Armeško; it originates from middle ages; however, a
baroque style was used later in its exterior. A baroque tower bell and a composition of Crucifixion

~ Carefree moments in the swimming pool

in the main altar decorate the church. A medieval church of Holy Spirit can be visited on Gorica near Raztez; it is baroque too. There is a baroque church of Saint Anton in Gornji Leskovec . In the chapel of Saint Ana you can see a neo gothic altar with baroque plastics. The
church of Saint Ahac is situated in Stranje, finished in 1997. There is a much older church of
All Saints in Cirje from 1400. There is a cemetery church of Saint Kancijan in Rožno.

41 | www.hse.si/teb
42 | www.tespack.si/si/vsebina.php?sklop=zgodovina, www.tespack.si/si/vsebina.php?sklop=proizvodnja
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Senovo

Senovo
We can reach the picturesque town under the mighty mountain Bohor from Brestanica or
from Podsreda. Many would not know for it if there wasn’t a brown coal mine that was opened
already 200 years ago; however, it is in the process of closing now. Archaeological findings tell
us about ancient settlements of the Romans. Unfortunately both medieval castles, Tvarog and
Šperenberg, have completely disappeared; however, there are some traces of the castle Reichenstein in Reštanj.
The today’s village Vas on the foothills of Armes is the old Senovo. The town began
to be spread very quickly not earlier than after 1st world war, when excavation of brown
coal began. In 1900 the town had only 300 inhabitants.43 Coal is first mentioned in Senovo
in 1796; it was found out by the smith Grabnar. According to some sources one of the counts
Attems burnt bricks in the Brežice brickworks to 1832. Life began to be developed in Senovo
not earlier than in 1904 when the Trbovlje coal mine company began to excavate and to sell
coal. Surface mining was performed to 1928; steam dredgers were used; however, cave works
~ A Cube Of Coalmining, a work of the academic
sculptor Tone Demšar

43 | The Town Lexicon III, page 160
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Senovo
were performed only in one field. Later the gallery Ravne was built and a narrow-gauge track
to the screening place was built instead of a cable railway. 44
The coal mine area included tows such
as Šedem, Reštanj, Mrčna sela, Srobotna dolina, Veliki Kamen and Senovo. The works in the
first decades of 19 th century were performed on
surface only. The main excavations were “Filipi” and a little lower “Luzin rov”.
Some residential colonies started at the
same time as coalmining: The Old Colony from
1923 for workers, The Clerical Colony in 1925 for
clerks, and The New Colony after 1945. In the last
one you can see a preserved and still used baker’s
oven with four heating places, and one stove in
the clerical colony with one heating place.

~ An illustration of a gallery at school

~ A Lamp Of Miner’s Luck, a work of the architect Mitja de Glerie
44 | Željko Halambek, Anton Seher; Anton Petrovič: Technical Heritage, the Senovo Coal Mine Railway, Senovo 2006, p.3
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Senovo

~ Fossil fish

A Collection Of Fossils AndMinerals
The town got a new school building in 1929. The number of children increased with the
number of inhabitants respectively with the number of employees in the coal mine.
There are many recollections of mining: a modern sculpture A Cube Of Mining is a work
of the academic sculptor Tone Demšar, A Lamp Of Miner’s Luck is made according to the plan
of the architect Mitja de Glerie, there is a renewed train composition in front of the school,
there is a mining gallery in the school. There is an almost unknown but a very precious geological collection of stones, fossils and minerals meant for inspection in the school.
The central monument of fighters and victims of fascism is placed in the middle
of the town and a small one in front of the mining workshop. A memorial plaque is built in the
former community building; it is there in memory to the attack of XIV division.
An interesting parish church Christ’s Resurrection is situated in Senovo. The parish church
in Senovo is younger as it has been operating since 1964. Before that time there had been a small
church of Saint John the Baptist and after that they decided to build a new one. It was trusted
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Senovo

~ Snails from the collection of fossils and minerals

to a young architect Janez Fürst from Ljubljana. The plans were adjusted to the needs of the mining town; therefore the bell tower has the form of the mineshaft Zaklo. The paintings in the church are a work of the academic painter
Leon Koporec .
~ The church tower in the form of the mineshaft Zaklo
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Senovo

The Mountain

Bohor Rustles

The road from Senovo leads to Bohor which can
be of course also conquered on foot. The mountain
hut on Bohor is at sea level of 898m, from here the
path leads us to the partisan hospital in the cleared
woodland Travni laz. It served to fighters of the Kozjansko detachment; however, it was used also by fighters
of XIV division and by a badly wounded American pilot
and his telegrapher. In April 1944 it was betrayed and
the Germans destroyed it. It was renewed in 1967 and
once more in today’ times.45 The partisan technics
France Prešeren is placed on Bohor under Zajsele. The
technics was set up in 1944; there was a waterfall in its
~ There are four picturesque waterfalls on Bohor: Pod
Bojanco, Bojavnik (in the photo), Ubijavnik and Orgle
above Pekel.

~ The mountain hut on Bohor

45 | Tourist Guide Over the Krško Municipality, 2003, p.64
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Senovo
vicinity, so no one could hear the rumbling of the machines. It was betrayed and burnt down by
the Germans in February 1945. It was completely renewed after the war. There are more monuments of 2nd world war on Bohor as it was a cradle of the Slovenian partisan movement.

~ The interior of the hospital
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~ The par tisan hospital on Trnovi Laz

Senovo
~ Koprivnica with the church The Assumption of Mary

If we follow the path from Senovo to Podsreda, we go through towns
Mali Kamen and Veliki Kamen to
Koprivnica, where there is a border of
the municipality Krško. Koprivnica got
its name according to a legend when a
girl was tended cows in the village, and
while playing, she found a holy object
with Holy Mary in the middle of nettles. The name Koprivnica (nettles) is
referred to the place of that finding and
later to the whole town. Already the
former church of the today’s church Assumption of Mary should have been
situated on the place of the finding. The
church became a parish church in 1780.

There is a beautiful baroque altar in it. It has three
branch churches: Saint Martin in Veliki Kamen,
Saint Jošt in Jošt and a chapel Mary From
Lourdes in Koprivnica. The chapel is placed in the
middle of the town adjoining the parish church; in
1885 it was set up in thanks for the happy arrival from the battle in Novara by the local man Blaž
Sikošek. In 1974 it was completely renewed by his
nephew Margareta Hess, who also wrote a booklet
about the origin of the chapel.46
If we turn in Koprivnica toward Kostanjek , we will have a look at the church Saint Vid
at the top of the village; the church might be medieval in its basement.

~ The chapel of Mary From Lourdes

46 | Margareta Hess: How Was the Chapel in Koprivnica Set up (no date and place of edition)
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Information Addresses
1

THE MUNICIPALITY KRŠKO - the department for economic matters

Cesta krških žrtev 14

8270

Krško

2

THE MUNICIPALITIY TOURIST ASSOCIATION KRŠKO

Zdole 33

8272

Zdole

3

THE TOURIST AGENCY BooM KRŠKO

Cesta krških žrtev 7

8270

Krško

4

THE TOURIST SOCIETY KRŠKO

Cesta 4. julija 59

8270

Krško

5

THE TOURIST SOCIETY SENOVO

Titova cesta 98

8281

Senovo

6

THE TOURIST SOCIETY ZDOLE

Zdole 18

8272

Zdole

7

THE TOURIST SOCIETY KOPRIVNICA

Veliki Kamen 42

8282

Koprivnica

8

THE TOURIST SOCIETY BRESTANICA

Cesta izgnancev 3

8280

Brestanica

9

THE TOURIST SOCIETY PODBOČJE

Podbočje 70

8312

Podbočje

10

THE TOURIST SOCIETY BREZOVSKA GORA

Brezovska gora 15, p.p. 20

8273

Leskovec pri Krškem
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~ Gradišče and energetic points on Gora
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~ The city Krško – the centre
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~ Krško and its surroundings

